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come from the country concerning
quarantine regulations. Lafayette has
and the regulation of automobiles in
refused to abide by the uniform quer- ,
te. city was given its first reading.
antine proposed at the recent conferL lie iedinance says that the speed
ence, but other pariehes are giving
shaH not be over six miles per hour
their approvak Madison Parish fur- E. H. PURYEAR RESIGNS AND THE HIGHER BOARD RATIFIES and the machines shall be so lighted
•
HIS SUCCESSOR IS NAMED
GENERALLY THE COUNnishes another instance of irrational
es to have a red light behind and a
IN DEATH RATE AND SICKAT ONCE.
querareetee both freight and deuce
headlight in front and there shall be
CIL'S WORK.
,
being barred. The fact, however,
NESS REGARDED FAVOR-a number from the city clerk
each THE RUSSIANS NOW KNOW
Mayor Yeiser Appoints His Son-in- Board
that
Notified of Resignation of City ene. They must be se-plied
there arc suspicious cases in Tal:h
BLY IN NP:W ORLEANS.
an
Law, James Campbell, Jr., to
- THE DEMANDS OF THE
Solicitor and Naming of His
lulah, in that parish, may cause an
ierm berr or horn, and no pere:e exthe
Vacanc
y.
(opt the owner must tempo- with the
amelioration of the quarantine there.
Summar.
JAPANESE.
First Vice-President Thompson of
machine while it is standing on the
! -It will surprise many to learn this
MORE SURGEONS
The board of aldermen met last street. The fine for the violation
the Southern Wholesale Grocers' As,
is
morning that Mr. E. H. Puryear last night
with all the membere- preeent, not less than $5 Or more than $25.
ARRIVE TO AssIsT. sociation, after an investigation of evenin
TIME GIVEN FOR
g
reeigne
d
to
Mlayor
D. A. v:z: Starks, Fat-Icy, Orme, Durrett,
local cenditions, has sent out a cirAn ordinance was referred back to
•
• Yeiser tele office of' City Solicitor, Kraus,
CONSIDERATION THEREOF.
cular calling attention to the fact that
Grief, Davis ahel
fri
the jerint ordinance committee regardthere had been much exaggeration in and etiatithe Mayor has exercised his
The session lasted ler nearly three ieg vehicle, from standing on streets
Dr. White Now Has Force Suffici
full
privilege in the matter and apent special dispatc
hours niost of all the time being con- longer than a specified time and
hes concerning the sit0
also
eptiuted -his. son-in-*w. Mr. James
to Keep in Touch With All
uation, that with the Marine Hospital
While There Is No Intimation
sumed in ratifying the council's work for throwing refuse, trash, filth.,
Seimpbele Jr., to fill the vacancy.
of the
peelService in charge there is complete
of last Monday nigh:.
ings on sidewalks and streets and for
Sections.
j ;n eesigaing the office to which the
Demands From Official Source
confidence in Naw Orleans that busThere was ante the- that came as a vehicles containing anything that is a
!people elected him at the last regular
iness, with few exceptions, is moeing
Intimations Are Given.
as whet) Mayor nuisance must be kept moving while
election, Mr. Puryear says that he eerpriee and that
along slowly that the truth of the
LATEST REPORTS FROM
, was compelled to do.so because the Yeiser read the roei• sation of E.,FL on the streets.
mosquito theory will undeuetelly be
The ordinance for granite-id walks
duties of the office were taking too Puryeas as city aoloic:tor.....The resigSCOURGED SECTION. preeeece and that there will be pracmuch of bis time from his private nation of an officer elected by the peo on Tennessee street from Twelfth to JAPANESE WANT MONEY
tical eradication of the fever before
business, and that the salary of the plc is reeigreable to the mayor alone. Thirteenth streets was given its first
AND LAND CONCESSIONS,
frost comes.
office was not sufficent to justify the Mayor Yeiser annriunced that he had reading. This work is to be cotnNew Orleans, Aug. to.—Additional
To Discontinue Business.
appoint
pkted
ed
Attorney James Campbell,
by October isth.
sacrifice which he was making. He
Owing to the difficulties it has met
surgeons arrived here today to join
aaked that the resignation take effect Jr., to succeed Mr. Puryear. The resSeveral
ordinances were read for
the staff of Surgeon White, whiz)
with at Tieobile, after being forced to
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. so.—The
has
at once, and with last night he re- ignation took 'effect at once. Mr. Par g-aveling and grading and openin
revert its ships from New Orleans,
g Ressler*, now knowe what the Japandirect charge of the fever fight.
year
gave
as
his
reason
Drs.
up
that
tired.
he
streets
did
The irranediate effect of the
on the South Side in Me- ese want in
John :McMullen, W. C. Rucker
the United
Fruit Company. it is
consideration of peace beand
resignation required an early appoint- not have time to spare from his law chanicsburg.
twee!) the two nation,. It was officlearned, has decided temporarily to
E. A. Sweet came here today.
All
ment to fill the vacancy, and this the and abstract practice and the salary
Yeiser avenue from Ashbrook
disc Intinue its Colon business. Two
three are non-immunes, but
to ially announced just after noon today,
have
mayor mac* by tendering the office was too smell and did not justify the Hayes avenue is to
be graded and at the close of the morning confercome reacbily to bear their - share in more steamer. are now coemletir.g
to Mir. James Campbell, Jr., who ac- time and the sacrifice of his law prac- graveled ircovided
cargoes there and will 'bring them to
the street is made ence of the peace envoys, that the
the fight.
cepted it at once and made a bond tice.
wider ve 're tl-e Baptist church
New Orleans under the six-day deDr. White now has enough
is lo- condition-s on which the Japanese are
Mr. Campbell gave W. F. Bradshaw
surwhich was ratified by the board of alcated. e :le prow::
willing to make peace were present
tention, but thereafter no more
geons here to keep in touch with
e•nere
—e
hes-t
Jr..
and
James
Campbell, Sc, as his sly in favor
ed
evdermen last night. Therefore with
of
it
to the Russians during - the session
if
steamers will be sent to that port
ery section of the city. He will
4.
have
the coming of today Mr. Campbell bondsmen and they were accepted, Wide" It is on'y
,bile
at) the additional assistance he needs
the fever exists.
feet'
• and which had just closed. le was stated
is the city solicitor, and the will at which is a ratification of the appoint- n4 e e
be about 60 feet. '
that the terms were left with the Ruse
from local physicians.
The New Orleans Cotton Ex-hange
once enter upon the duties of the of- ment.
olutior was accented in which stare* to study and consider
has
contrib
made
a
$2,300
ution
the
to
The
and with
action
New Cases and Deaths.
of the lower board refice.
at Hel. brie!: manufacturers, the request that an anewor
Toy's early report of eleven new fund desired by the government. Gov.
wording
ehould
the
be
invitat
ion
particip
to
al.
The
salary
of the city solicitor is
.e.• exempted from tax't
for five given au the earliest moment and in
cases and five deaths promised a con- Blanchard annoueces that the Oate but Seam a year. The
ir the Labor Day parade was con
office
aro
an
is
erovided they did e
writing just as the terms were subcurred in.
siderable total at the end of the day. appropriation of Stoo,000 to the fund important one and
one which, if
than 20 pen ons. "I eereemploy nutted. Until the
One of the deaths was in the Emer- will be advanced to the Marine Hos properly attended to,
Russians are ready
were
The
mayor
was ordered to sign the
requires much
••liree reys on this.
to make their answer to the Japanese
gency Hospital, the others in scat- pital Service in sums of S.zosoo each. service and the closest
$roso
note
of
Contra
ctor
Karnes
aof attention.
A request was read asleirre
're Har- terms the conference, by consent,
tered locations.
X‘pc only does the city solicitor at- final settlement of the amount due for :eon street fo be
GOSSI
PS
BUSY
sidrewalk-e eeern seands adjourned. It is alto said that
ARE
Surgeon White announced to-day
tend
the legal business of the coun- work on the city hospital, same to be
left to Thirteenth.
the powers of the envoys was fully
WITH LOOMIS
that he had received permission to
cil, deeming all ordinances and decid- transferred to Langstaff-Orme Manquestio
n
of
regulat
wecoe
ed or made known during the
duty
reopen Ihe detention can at Avonit is,
ing aft points of law, but he looks ufacturing company.
the -ev clerk or treasur
same
session
.'
er,
.)
to
dale. It well be refitted and be ready Lucky Ohioan Said to Have Eye On akeTeet the city's welfare in
make
Mayor
Yeher recommended that out tee
all the
warrants drawn on the city
These announoevrients created ohe
Mexico or Brazil.
in a day or two. The camp was
cotirts. It takes Airlock to attend to the account of the Paducee Furniture depository wee
brought up. There deepest interest and there has been
closed at the time that Texas refused
the office as it should be attended to. company against the Riveteree hospi- woere reverel
to.—Asostard
repine:
ve'asientltete Aug
me expressed and much speculation as to what the deto permit pasiengers to go through
In retiring Mir. Puryear does so tal be allowed when properly signed. the eery solicitor
gave
it a-s his opin- trances of the Japanese really are.
that state without detention at the Secretary of State Loomis having re- with the satisfaction
The
board
concurred 'no the matter ion that it
of having well
was
turned
the
from
mission
his
special
abroad
duty
of the treas- There are intimations and %voile,
Texas state line
Railroad men are
performed his duties as city solicitor. or grave headstones being advanced urer. The matter
was
finally
pleaeed at the announcement of the is connection with the transfer of the He has been untiriug and painsta
in
referred but it is safe to say that while some
price,
J.
E.
Williamson baying to the finance
king
committee and solicitor, of these may hit wear the mark there
reopening of the camp, because it will remains of John Paul Jones, and hav- in all /is work.
thrown up the contract ein account of but
dewing the meantime the
contribute to the resumption of pas- ing promptly called upon die presicity i.s nothing known to any one other
In filling the vacancy as he did advance in 9eone.
clerk was to comintse to
make
senger traffic. It is iought that the dent since arriving,, the goseeps here Mayor Yei-er chose very wisely.
out the than the chiefs of the two bodies.
The hoard agreed with the lower warran
Mr.
ts as he has been doing.
There was nothing to be judged
proclamation of the State Board will are buey making future plans for this Campbell is a member of one
hoard
in
regard
by
to the mayor being
of the
The motion of Alderm
an Starks the way the Russians accepted the
soon result in the pavsage of ordi- interesting and much-talked-of official city's strongest law firms, and per- auttiOrized to sell two lots at Tenth to
require
the
city
terms
Some
folks
auditor
who cln not admire Mr.
of the Japanese nor their acto furnish
nance, by all the parish and municisonally is capable in law. He is able and Clay.
an itemized report of
all bills paid tions since. It Wa4i clear, however,
pal hoards permitting persons to en- Looenis seem positive that the time to and no doubt will fill the office of
The mayor was to renew Terre* out by ehe
city was lost, as was also that M. Witte and his associa
ter their limits who have certificates is nitre for him to be lets out of the cit41
tes have
slicitor to the satisfaction of all. notee regrading a settlement of tfse his other motion
e
;
government service entirely; but most
for a list of salaries taken consideration of the terms unof the Marine Hospital service.
, resignation of Mr. Peeyear earn)
allowed tor be itemized and
people have the idea that instead of
brought der instant advisement, for many
Regarding the street car track at before the
To Be Expected.
board of aldermen. Many telegrams have been written and
retiring to private life this lucky having occurred just within the nine- Sixth and
sent
The announcement of sixty-three
Broadway switch, the Word communications
TY *ere provision of the statutes or
regarding the build- to St. Petot-burg and other points
new caees in the preceding teventy- Ohio mars will es-en get something the provision of the law, no election of public works was ordered oo have ing of new
streets were referred to
twiner in the near future. It kr a well
It is generally believed that the Rus
the track remedied at once and not the Board
four hours made little itnpression on
of Public Works and City seams will make DO reply to
known fact that Mk. Loomis would to fill the vacancy will occur at the wait
the Japany
the public in view of the small numlonger
approaching election, but at the elecon the car company. Engineer.
like to become ambassador to some
anese for several days.
ber of deaths, people generally exfalling a year from November. Mr. Farley suggested that a plug be
tion
A letter from a number of North
pecting that for some days there will foreign country, Mexico preferred. Mr. Campbell will, therefore, have put in and stop the water Isom com- Second street
merchants in regard to
since,it is only reasonable to suppose
ALL EYES ON JAPANESE.
be a large quota of unreported cases
month-s to serve before ing up when a car posses over it.
making a remedy of the sewers
that he could not expect to secure a some eighteen
reThe
turned up. The death rate for some
BerrySmpedky controversy on cently constructed
European post of thee rank at pres- the vacancy can be filled.
so asi to not han- Much Speculation As to Result of
a dividing line of property, the mat- dicap them in
lime has been steadily dechning,
•
loading and unloading
ent,
and
next
to
Yesterday's Conference.
Mexico he would like
ter was refereed and the city engineer goods was
s'h'owing the results of efficient scienread, and the arta-note
to be sent to Brazil. These white imwill probably be ordered to make a which they bad
tific treatment. At the beginning it
paid to repair them
arine that Leiomis is in danger of :levPorternouth, N H., Aug. to.—In
survey to satisfy the parties.
•eisceeded 35 per rent., but now has
so as to suit them was also We'l for glorious sunehti
ering his coinection with the governne shortly after 9
Tlee matter regarding Sanitary In- action.
dropped to te. In 1078 throughout
ment pay-roll will do well to rememo'clock this forenoon the peace plenspector
the epidemic it was about ee ber cent.
Henrp
.Brush in which Dr.
A communication from E. W. ipotentiaries of the
A BLACKBURN MAN NOMINAT- Pendkwarring nations of
It is taken for granted, therefore, ber *hat it was the present tiro assisty, president of the board of Whittemore for
BALL
CARrelief for overa-sese- the East set out for the navy yard
AND
ARD
BY
ED
ant
secreta
ry
of state who engineered
that there has been a material dehealth,
filed
charges of failure to at- 'tient was referred to the
LISLE COUNTIES.
board of 'u- here, to hold their second session, at
tend properly to his duties, was per-visors.
dine n the virulency of the disease, the deal by which the Panama threw
off the yoke of Colombia. And knov,--- which, according to general belief,
brought up and the council's action
the heavy death rate at first being
Several ordinances were read for Japan might be
ing ones are of the opinion that Loom In the Primary Yesterday Will T. ratified
expected to show her
-due to the fact that the stricken halfor a hearing of the- charger; the extension of water
White, of Wickliffe, Wins
mains in Me- hand to her adversary. Upon the mod
is is as solid ail possible with the
filed.
lens courted death by their refusal
chanicsburg, and concurred in with eration of stiffnes
Roosevelt achnitiemaition.
Easily.
s of the terms will
It was ordered that the mayor in re- the council.
to summon doctors, ow if they did, by
depend the continuation of the War in
worse
-their refusal to follow the directions
to
the board of health, appoint
The report of the chief of police the far Eaet.
Mr. W. T. Vehete, of Wickliffe, eon
IS CHARGED TO INCENDIARY
two extra sanitary inspectors fee a showed that he had
given them.
colleretd fines in
of Judge James D. White, was nomIn some well-in-formed quarters,
period of two months. Mr. Starks July amounting to
The first death to occur up town
$539.
Discharged Employe Responsible for inated in the democratic primary yeshowever, doubt existed whether the
for nearly to weeks appears in toThe action of the lower boand wa, Japanese would today
terday for repreeentetive of Ballard spoke saying he thought it W AA un$25,000 Blase at Elmendorf.
lay their cards
lawful for the board of health to ap- concurred in. and
-day's record. It is that of an Italian
Mr. Mitchell, the on the table. For isotope reason the
and Carkeele counties in the next genpoint
sanitar
y
woman near the Ninth-street nearofficers
and
though
t
former
saloon man, was ordered to impression existed
Lexington, Ky., Aug to.—Fire at eral iesseinbly.
that Baron Komuthe aldermen arid council should select be paid back $73 which
ket. Her case came from the origi- the Elmend
he had paid ra was sparring for a liter more time.
Mee.''White defeated the present
orf farm of J. B. Hawn
them.
The
nal infeition.
board
of
health
wes
orfor
saloon
license.
lase night destroyed a large stock re-prmitative, Mr. Jelhn T. Davis, of
Picked it had beets vaguely intimated
dered to select the two officers but
Prompt Reports.
L. B., Rogers Wa gianted pet-mis- that some minor
barn and three trotting-bred horses, therderell, by over 200 votes, the othprelimirmariee regardthey are to be under the jur-isdiction sion to open up a saloett at
Dr. Kohnke said today that al- together eith
tit South ing procedure would remain to be setconsiderable provender er candidate. Mr. J. H. Wyatt, reeeie- of the health
officer.
though the City Board of Health had and farmin
Third street.
tied and that the whole day, possibly,
g implements. The leaer ng Imre votes than Davis.
The finance ocsnmitteeei report of
subordinated its powers to the Fed- els valued
An ordnance was ordered drifted might he coneum
The iseue in the race hinged on the
at $1o.000. Henry Robined in decisions upon
bills,
salaries
,
etc.,
amourrting to $28,- for a spur track to be built to lie
eral Government, it would continue eon, a
senatorship
States
Mr.
three details.
negro employe of the farm, was United
973, was read and accepted.
to do alI in its power to require phy- suspect
Handy
buggy
factory at Ninth and
ed, and after bring arrested by White was ate avowed Blackburn man
The account of the Seagrave peo- Harrison.
sicians to make prompt report of Manage
r Berryman made a cordesaion and made his race accordingly. while ple
Carefully 'Prepared.
of $61 50 was referred to the fire
cases which come in their practice. implicating
To the Board of Public Works was
a prominent young man it is said that Messrs. Davis and Wy- committee.
The Japanese envoys gave nor the
There is a law on the statute books who had a
referred the matter of censtructing a 'lightest hint
few days ago been discherg att were nor'-committal on the quesof what wase to he exThe treasurer and auditor's report street on Caldwell street ' near the
punishing physician, who fail to re- et1 as forema
pected. With all the secreey observn The hose will reach tion as to,whom they would support was read and
filed.
port yellow fever, and while the de- $25,000
It showed a bal- stock yards, for the Paducah Box and
in the eveiheof their election; so the
.
ed by Oyame in planning a_forward
sire heretofore has been to avoid inresult mat be considered a pronounc- ance July tee, of $1814.37.87, wit.h Fasket factory, which is to be belt movetnent Baron Korreura and his
collecti
on's
July
$33,549494 with dis- shortly.
voking thee ordinance, Dr. Kohnke
ed Blackburn victory.
SITE FOR NEW COLLEGE.
suite have prepared their diplomatic
bursements., $56,2t8.71, leaving a
Pays prosecution 'hereafter will follow
It was ordered that 'qrs. M. E. Car- campaign
here. Mr. Witte and his
baiance
of
$159,23
8.25.
lailure of the physticiani to obey it.
roll and M. R. L. Wiley he refunded colleagues are
To Be Selected by Committee Meth- ONE NEGRO SHOOTS ANOTHER
in the dark. They can
An ordinance was read by Alder- over-assessments on property.
Dr. Souchon is making up a list of
odist Board of Education.
only wait and watch for the decisive
man
Grief
regardi
-nurses and physicians who are wilting
ng spitting or exThe matter of refunding R. W. Mc- momen
Quarreled Over a Woman and One pectora
-t to arrive. It i's known, howting on sidewalks and public Kinney an alleged tax for his vinegar
to do service outside of New Orleans,
Louisville, Ky., Aug. to.—At the
ever, that they went to the meeting
Winged the Other.
buildhi
gs.
works was refused.
Bon Ami, Patterson and other points olleeting of the Methodist state
this morning strongly inclined to beboard
The first reading was given an orThe city solicitor was, ordered to lieve
where there is fever have asked for of education. at Lexington;
A shooting ecrepe occurred last
that for sotnt reason their adon. Sepdinance
to
keep
lewd
women and draw' an ordnance prohibiting ice versari
scientific help, and the authorities will tember he a cotomettee will
es would not reveal their posibe appoint night at Tenth and Harrison streets common prostit
utes from visiting and wagons from ringing their bells in
make every effort to futmith it. Both ed to visit the towns in
tion today.
Western Ken- in which Algert Butler shot John congregating in
saloons
. The penal- any part of the cty.
doctors and nurses are to be sent to tucky who are Peeking the colinge MIltisthell in the
Although intimations have been
hand. Both are ne- ty for the violati
on of the ordinance
The nilotion to place three electric thrown out
Patterson, where there is a perfect which is to be erected
from Japanese sources
by the Metho- groes and they Ad engaged in a was not less than
$10 or mere than fans in the council chamber was ta- that when
nest of fever, though, thee far, of a dist church, nod& the
the time arrived they would
will of Mrs. controversy over a n•egro woman. $25 Or imprloonment
not less than ten bled.
tnikt type. Assistance has already Fannie Speed. Beaver Dana,
lay down their terms and practically
Paducah,' Putter pulled his pistol and Mitchell days or more than
thirty days or fine
The resolution from the lower announce that
been forwarded to Bon Ami. The Owensboro, Henderson,
Central Cite', fled into an adjoining room. Butler, and itteprieotintene
Mr. Witte meet take
both in the discre- &wird requesting the chief of police cc
'Patterson cases are all among Ital- Hopkineville and Cadiz ace
reject them as a basis.. and that
among the howeiree, fired atwl the bullets went tion of the court. Alderm
an Farley to enforce the stock ordinance was the issue would
ians, but it hes not yet been possible cendidatee. It is thought the site will through two doors and hit
practically be decided
its mark. was against the ordinance as he mid concurred
in, as waS also an ordi- at the first clash,
to trace the original infection to New be selected in December.
'hterternd 6= not considered clanger- it could not be
the Associated Press
enforc
establie
ed
as it would nance for the
lnivent of a city has the stronge
Orleans, though it is ripected the inst
reason to believe
prevent women from going in hotete pound in Mechaniceburg.
vestigation will show that some ItalSmallpox is raging furiously ir
that no such tlacties are to be pursued.
Butter made his escape.
groceri
or
es
as
the
ordina
nce says
The action of the council in orderians from here joined the Italian col- Valparaiso, Chile. Five hundred and
While it es undoubtedly to the ad"where whisky ie sold." After much
George Yopp was granted a -saloon vantage of the
ony there.
fifty deaths in seven clays is the rtJapanese plerepoltentiaAmerican and four Japanese dlietiovion the ordinance was given its in the 'halfway upstair
s in the city nes to reduce
From the Country.
port on the Toth. Other points near- i were badly hurt in a
the chances for diplonot at Blaine, fleet Tr:image.
Favorable and unfavorable advices by are also badly effected.
Wash.
'An ordinance reganting the speed
(Continued on Eighth Page.).
(Continued on Page Four.)
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Sink Of uckers
'
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.:4141111144`

,,r5F1J„,&Snag

T KE

AEW ERY MINUTE SEEL THE BIG TOWBOA
T
B. WILTO BE PUTTING IT LOW.
LIAMS SINKS NEAR GOLENOUGH.
CANDA.

Truth of Assertion Proved by Post- Accident Happened Yeste
rday Foreoffice Department's Revelations.
noon—Damages Will be About
Some Interesting Records.$io,000, With no Insurance.

mon Chill Tonicl

Very La Rates

L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overb
ey, Vice-Prest,

Wm. Hughes, Cashier.

STATEMENT

For that Tired FeelThe Paducah Banking Co.
SOUTHERN RAIL
ra
i WAY
ing, Loss- of Appetite, Extverriely bow rates
are announcAt Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
Nervous Depres sion ed via the Southern railway from
RESOURCES.
points on its lines for the follow.ng
Loans and discounts
and Spring Fever.
special occasions:
$203,070.84
Cash and exchange
Guaranteed to curp
Tenn.—Mionteagle Bible Furniture and Fixtures
33.182. 75
ing schools July 3—Aug. 15,
700.00
Chills and Fever. Fdr Train
1905 Bonds
Monteagle, Tenn.—Wornan's conx,000.00
sale by All Drug Stores gress, Aug. 1-15, -loos.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody colleg
$237,953.59
e
Price 50c per Bottle. summ
LIABILITIES.
er schools, Vanderbilt Biblical Capita
l

(Washington Special.)
The toss, boat J. B. Williams, one
The old saying that "a sucker is of the largest bloats of
kind plying
born every minute," seems, in the in the western waters, sunk
yesterlight of recent revelations by the day forenoon at the Sisters
Island,
Postmaster General, to be suscepti- about six miles 'below Colconda. The
ble of amendment. These p-evela- accident was caesed• by the boat runinst.tute, June I4—Aitig.
zoo,000.00
Deposits
9, 1905
tions brought out in his campaign ning over a - log. A hole about. 40
Miss.—Seminer school, Rediscounts
115,619.23
againzt fraudtilent concerns that use feet long wa , knocked in the'bottom
University of
za,soo.00
Tax account
the mails, indicate that a sucker is of the bow and she went down rapAug. 9, 1905. Mississippi, June '4— Surpl
1,00005
us
born every quarter of a minute, or, idly, and it was only a short time
kicabasond, Va.—Farmers' Motional Undivided
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00
proiit
s
until shewas dimost covered with
at least, every thirty seconds.
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The old matrimonial' swindle con- water. Only a portion of the deck
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer schoo
MUl
for teachers, June 16—July 28,
tinues to gather in its victims by the can be seen. The boat is straight
1905.
TUAL LIFE OF MI.LWAUKEE
$237,953•59
Rates for the above occasion open
thousands, just ai if it never had been with the current and no further 'damexposed. A new matrimonial "bu- ages of consequence are anticipated. HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS, to the public. Tickets will be solid to
these points from all stations on the
The Williams was en route up the
reau" springs into existence to take
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE South
ern railway.
the place of every one that is Ohio river with a tow of empties,
can be had upon
Detaild'nform
squelched, and it, too, flourishes like which were landed safe near Bay HIM, ROOM 11, TRIIEHEART
application to
any ticket agent of the South
a green bay tree uritil nipped in the City. There were no lives lost, as all BUILDING
ern
.' OLD PHONE, OF- railway or
agents of connecting Pnes
persons on the boat escaped on the
bud in its turn.
or
FICE
by
,
xgg; RESIDENCE, 316.
addressing the undersigned.
One of the most interesting of the barge's. The boat is valued at about
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexin
matrimonial bureau frauds was that $5o,000, with no insurance. The dam
gton, Ky.
Do you want a first class job
one at South Bend, Ind.. which Post- ages wilt probably amount to $lo.000.
by an
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Washmaster Cortelyoa put out of business The boat will be raised at once. The
ington, D. C.
expert workman? If you do
•',e other day. The proprietor of Williams i's owned by the Pittsinwg
take
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
t agency formerly kept a disrepu- River Combine, which owns a numLouisv
It
ille,
to
Ky.
resort near South Bend, so the ber of boats in these waters, and who
G. B. ALL'EN, A. G. P. A.. St.
•ffice Inspector reported, but he carry their own insurance. Capt.
SEND YOUR ROUGH
Lows. Mo.
DRY
he cculd make more money Frank -Hyatt Was in command.
The
LAUN
place
where
DRY
irinii to love-torn men and
this boat met with
TO THE PADUCAH
He advertised his "nsatiri- this accident is considered one of the
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
TOIL
ET SUPPLY
224 Broadway,
COMPANY,
Hire:..:•' extensively and re- most dangeroui channels in the Ohio
Paducah, Ky.
i••
erage of ItAoo 'letters river, and is always dreaded by steam- FOUR CENTS A POUN
D. SPOTboatm
en.
It
has
been
cause
the
of
- 'lege majority of which
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DEley orders. He was in damage to many other steamers.
. .HOTEL...
The Williams was constructed in
-one a very wealthy
LIVERY. OLD PHONE tars.
Cortelyou's sleuths 1876, but was rebuilt in 1903. The
NEAR MARION, KY.
boat has a capacity of flor tons, and
wi oil : n.
zoo Room Notei--High and Dry and
-tiser Tits were limited to is 210 feet long.
Well Ventilated.
This boat passed Paducah about
two,
• '-•-• 1 them sufficient to
A
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PLACE TO SPEND
tie
,trings of his love- to o'clock Sunday morning and
YOUR VACATION.
'
r.
vIcti7i•s.
'ley were as follows: moored out in the river souse disTHE BEST OF HOTEL AC-.
"A tridil.le- d bachelor, in coin- tance until a supply of provisions
'••able
Atlantic City—All trains of August COMMODATIONS, AND
itances, would like could be secured. Cairo refused to
THE
'en:
hos. 'oving wife. No ob- allow her to land there on account of loth, round trip $21.55 in connection BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-:'-tion to
ir woman. Address the boat having come from the south- with B. & 0. S.-W, R. R. from Louis- TERS.
'.'slalter, ;AS .1'11:n street, South Bend. ern water-i in the yellow fever sur- ville and on all train, leaving that
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEAS
ON.
roundings.
•id."
place August loth, good returning for
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HUNTING, FISHING,
12 days.
A refined American girl, attractive,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND
IN
We give the president of the United For further partic
welb-edincated and
very wealthy,
FACT ALL KINDS OF
ulars apply,
AMUSEwould like kind, honest husband. No States a cannon salute of 21 guns
MENT
S SOTH FOR THE
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
OLD
objection topoor man. Address May, when he is not traveling
G. C. Warfield, T. A.. Union depot. AND THE YOUNG.
Where
fore 21? Why not 26 or 30? The
i56 Main street, Smith Bend, Ind."
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
From all over the country came royal ,ialtite of England is also 21
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guns.
explan
One
ation is that the age
letters answering these advertise'Bus Line Meets all Train
s.
ment,•. The writers were informed in of majority in England is 21, and
all caseS that it would be necessary when' we threw off the yoke of the
for them to purchase membership rrother country it 4ignified that we
, tickets in the matrimonial agency be- were okl enough to shift fot ourselves,
Of Paducksi.h, Kentucky,
• fore meeting his or her affinity. The hence were 21. The "gun of 1776"
membership fee for a man was $5. equaled the sum of the digits, 1-7-7-6
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
Cap
ital and Surplus $1155,c00
0
while women were let in at the re- equals 21. In England the original "King of Razors,"
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-men who invested $5, with the hope three times :zr yen signified one seven 408
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cleaned,
Robert C. McChord Dead.
for life were doomed to disappointers.
dyed or repaired, take Aim to
Transacts all regular banking business..
K. C.
ment, and so were the women who
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anon,
Rose, 329 South Third street.
Ky.. Aug. 9.—Robert C.
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I have per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safet
y boxes in fire
DR.. W. C. EUBANKS,
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fortable circumstances" as a life cons- age, died at Elizabeth Hospital in this
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The retired naval officer thought he
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I be accepted at said sidle for less than
Mee
875,000.00 and unless the purchaser
shall, when the property is struck
down to him, at once pay and deliver
BY UNITED STATE
SPECIAL to said commissioner on account of
his purchase, the sum of $5,00o.00 in
COMMISSIONER SEPT. le
a certified check, payable to John R.
In the District Court of the United Puryear, clerk of said court. And the
States for the Western District
remainder of said purchase money
shall, within • twenty days from the
Of Kentucky.
confirmation of said sale, or such
People's Bank of Wilkesboro, Pa., further time as the court may allow
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
on application of the purchaser for
Trustee, Complainant,
goods.
Gloves, masks, balls, bats
good cause shown, complete the pay•0
etc, etc.
People's
Independent
Telephone ment of the entire amount of the purchase money. Said special commisCompany, Defend'ant.
. 'Notice is hereby given that pursu- sioner will then make, execute and
•
ants.to and by- virtue of a- decree in deliver to said purchaser or purchasthe above entitled cause, by the above ers a deed to said properties as in
DRUG STORKS.
'entitled court, Boo Waiter Evans, Hid decree provided, the plaintiff
Judge, dated July 3, 1905, I, the un- and the People's Independent Tele& Jackson Sts. phone 23?
dersigned,
& Clay Sts, phone 38.
Special
Commissioner, phone cos'-any to execute and delivwill sell at public auction to the high- er, under the direction of the said
est and best bidder, upon the terns special commissioner, the conveyJ. 0. Millet
hereinafter stated, at the county court ances executed by them respectively, J. K. Hendrick,
house door, in McCracken county, i by way of confirmation and for the
state of Kentucky, in the city of Pa- 'insurance of title to the purchaser or
no" ducah, at noon on the !oh day of purchasers, bis, its or their assigns,
September, 1905, the same being the of all and singular, the mortgage
THE BUGGY SEASON IS
LAWYERS
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. ON. WE HAVE THE MOS: COMfirst day of the McCracken county property and premises and every part
0UR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY.
court, as an entirely and as one Prop- and parcel thereof, of every kind
Rooms I, a and 3 Register BuildL ET
US
RE-RUBBER
YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST
erty, and not in separate parcels, all and description and wherever situatCRA
DE
OF
MORG
AN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES
and singular the property of the de- ed, hereby directed to be sold by ing, 523 1-2 Broaaway.
AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
P LSO HAVE A COMP
'1
WE
a
fent:lane slid People's Independent said commissioner; and a lien will be
LETE LIN E OF HARNESS, SADDL
Practic
e
in
all
the
courts
of
the
3S, BRIDLES AND, IN FACT,
Telephone company, thereinafter more retained in said deeds to further se•
EVERYTH ING IN HORSE AND
MULE
EWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETON
specifically described and all the right, cure the payment of the unpaid purS. SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
state.
phones
Both
3r.
SPRIN
G-WAGONS.
title, interest and equity of redemp- chase price.
DON'T FAIL TO CAT.' %NT)
tion of staid People's Independent
In witness whereof I hereunto sign
LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GT:T OUR
Telephone Co., in and to said prop- my hand, this the 8th day of July,
PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. ors BROA
erty, described as foilowa, towit:
1905
EMMET W. BAGBY,
NO.
PAEYERS STREET; WAREHOUS DWAY; WAREHOUSE
Being all the property, real and
Special Commissioner.
E NO. 2 THIRD AND MONROE
personal, and is-heresoever situated, CAMPBELL & CAMPBELL,
Solicitors for Complainant.
of said People's Independent Telephone Co., being party of the first
For First-class Upholstering, Mattzess
part, whether in possession, remainRenovating and Fine Repairing.
ONE MAN'S WORK.
der or reversion, Of in action, and
We store, pack and ship furniture on
now owned or hereafter to be ac- Built a House Alone With a Helper
short notice.
quired, a!! the telephones, telephone
for Two Weeks Only.
+Me+ Am)
lines, telephone exchanges and sysPADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
ternso now belonging to or hereafter
To prove what one man can do is
szs LO 219 South Third St
to be acquired by said Telephone told in the recent work of Mr. Buck
;41
company under its present or any Whitetrurst, the weld-known ship car•
future corporate powers; ail fran- penter and ex-policeman.
chises, granted by the city of PatinMr. Vetritehurst has just completed
cah. Ky., privileges, rights, ease- the task which required seven weeks
ments, licenses poles, wires, conduits, of continuous labor. • He built a nice
ATTORNEIi'A.1"LAW.
cable., batteries, switchboards, appa- cottage for his daughter, and he did
ratus, appliances, tools, implements,.all the work by hinisen, except a tog I-2 North Fourth
SOLE AGENT FOR
Street, Upstairs
material, pupplies, office furniture helper who was employed thirteen
4
LeIZERNE COAL.
and fixtiu4s now owned or hereaf- clay's at $1.50 per day to assist in getCommercial and Co-operative
ter to be acquired by said telephone ting the bomber to the higher [dace,
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pac.
company; all other machinery equip- about the house. The residence is loBusiness a Specialty.
et company-the cheapest and be..
ment to and chatte! property of every cated at 1221 Madison street, and is
excursion out of Paducah.
kind and nature, irsed in connection strongly and handsomely built. It
• ATDELIVERY.
with its jelephone exchanges and has several mornit and the lumber
wystems and now owned or hereafter abone cost $750.
to be acquired by said telephone
For one per-vin to complete this
City Attorney.
company, and all its tolls, rents, in- task practically alone in such a short
LUMP
come, chose* in aoion; claims and time is remarkable
EGG
Attorney-at-Law.
demand.; of every kind and description, n•ov owned by it or hereafter to I ROBBED AN INDIA
NUT ..
NA BANK
Room 13 and 14 Columbia BI'dg.
'be acquired; and including not only
all it. property ant rights of every Harry Haas Arrested in Alabam
Old Phone zoo.
a AfIt is a trip of pkasare, condom
•
kind in the city Af Paducah, county 1
ter Chase Over Many States.
and
rest; good sirvice, good table,
of McCracken. in the state of Kentucky, hut all its property right and
good
rooms, etc. Boats leave coat
Mobile, Ala., Aug. 9.-An Item
right*, real, personal and mixed, tan- special from Fruitda
Wednes
day and Saturday at 5 p. m
le, Washington,
gible and intangible, wheresoever county, forty miles north
For other information apply to Jas
of Mobile,
situated, now owned or hereafter to
pt 7
Koger, Superintendent;
Frank L
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Harry Wass, the Darlington, Ind., Rooms zo, 11 and te, Colombi
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resen,
-eat.
Also the property known a. the bank robber, was arreste
d at this
Alexander !system of telephones, same p!ace early this
morning after an exbeing lines, exchanges and polies in c'ting chase over
• . Kentucky
severat states. The Paducah. the counties of Crittenden. Union, 4 atrest was made at
the instance of C. J. C. Flournoy
Cecil Reed
Webster. Lyon and Living-ton, in the E. Moorman,
a justice of the peace
state of Kentucky; and also the fol- of Washington county.
Ala., who reclowing extensions of lines, from the ognized the fugitive
Highest price paid for second-hand
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
and
at once placcity of Paducah to the Marshall coun- ed a warrant in the
hands
of J. M.
ty line in Kentucky. and to Lone Smith, a constable, who
-LAWYER-placed Haas
•
Oak. in McCracken county, and to ender arre-t. The
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Livings
county,
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he is wanted is that of robbing the room. at‘ and 2111. Fraternity Brits
Kentucky. including submarine Ca- honk of Darling
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estate with improvements thereon,
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ARCTIC EXPLORERS
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Broadway and Kentucky avenue, forDR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
merly Court street, described as foe Relief
Steamer Finds Anthony Fiala
Moving wagon in connecdcm.
lows;:
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
And All Save One of Crew.
(Beginning at a point in the east
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line of Fifth street, one hundred and
Honningsvaag, Norway, Aug. to.&e0. W. Oliver.
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seventy-three feet and three
Office Hourst 8 to zo a. m., a to 3 W. Mike Oliver.
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NEW HARDWARE HOUSE

In the resignation of Mr. Edward
If. Purysar as city solicitor, Paducah ST. PETERSBURG GIVES OUT
INFORMATION OF REVOhoes one of its most pain-staking and
LUTION.
hardworking officials. It has been
We have just opeded an up-to-date and well stocked hardware deknown among Mr. Puryear's close Riga Ablaze, Red Flags Are Flying
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
and Cossacks and Workingmen
friends for some time that he conAre Fighting.
tomplated resigning the office on ac,stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
count of the dueles thereof requiring
St. Petersburg, Aug. to.—Riga is
toc much of his time from his private ablaze with revolution. Red flags a're
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, V. oodenwaro,Granbusiness. It is a characteristic of Mr. floating from factories and public
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Pitryear that when he does anything houses. Neighboring Baltic cities are
joining in the movement against the
lo goes at it _with a vim and never governme
nt. Busineso houses are
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by tho
ceases to work on it until the task is closed and Cossacks and workingmen
csmpkted. The fact that the city was are shooting each other in the streets.
leading houses.of the country.
just geating into the second duos Riga has been declared to be in a
state of rebelion and martial law has
right when he were into office caused
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadbeen declared. A military governor
Chief Fadocale
much labor and time on his office and has been appointed.
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
the loss to his other practice was
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.. greater than the compensation of the HUNDRED THOUSAND
RIFLES.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
(Incorporated)
official position. Mr. Puryear can
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
Placed
Guns
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of Russian
leave the office of city solicitor with
Revolutionaries.
the
satisfact
knowing
ion
of
that
he
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
made an efficient and faithful officer.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
London, Aug. io.—A hundred. thousand rifles have been put into the
rf,BERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
hands of Russian revolutionists durForces Behind Reciprocity.
ing the past two months, according
Entered at the postoffice of Paduto a prominent representative of the
cah. Ky., as second-class mail matter.
(St. Louis Republic.)
rreaveneent, who is a resident of LonStandpat orators and organs seem don. He informs your correspondent
Terms to Subscribers.
Year
$5-00 suddenly to have quit raiting againso that the weapons were shipped to
* • 'heaths
2.5o the great movement which is concera- ports in the south of Europe and then 11111111111111116
:r* Months
Las tratino itself in the reciprocity conven transhipped in small trading vessels
On '""eek
to tion to be held in Chicago on the 16th to out-of-the-way places on the Black
_J
and 17th days of the current month. Sea. He adds that further shipments
have been democratic in their attitude
•• • fag to receive this paper They have found that the protest it will follow, and that the Russian auto the extent of showing themsedres
r
should report the matter to voices against the monstrous com- thorities cannot stop them owing to
freely in public. They have not, howoffice at orsce.
ever, mingled with the other guests
Tele- merce-destroying provisions of the the diaatistaction in the Black Sea
Dingley tariff is irresistible, that vast fleet and tire revolutionary sentiments
3111.
)
of the hotel, ant/ have shown no desire
agricultural, commercial and manu- of the people along the cosat.
for other society than that of their
facturing interests throughout the
This informant told the correspondown parties.
(Concluded From Page One.)
country are crying for relief in a tone ent that Europe outside of Russia
GOV. BECKHAM AND STAFF
that deice not admit of refus-ail.
was not furnisbing at present more
JIABEL>
ARE NOW AT CAMP
DEATH
OF
FRANK
H. NELON
toe4/This movement grows directly out than 100,000 francs ($2o,o(o) annual- matic sparring over the bassis of neYEISER.
ei the needs of manufacturing inter- ly to ttie calor of Russian freedom, gosiatioro to the nearest possible limExpired Early Yesterday Morning
ests and agricultural industries, which and said that this sum was hardly os, there will be some room for give
Came Last Evening to Look in Upon
After Brief Acute Illness.
have been made to suffer keenly by sufficient to pay the cost of sending and take.
7 iday Mee— eg, Aug. II, tspos.
the Encampment of the Second
the prohibitory siarifto adopted by a sins* ship loaded with coptraRegiment of Guards.
Yesterday morning _ehortly alter
es
M. WITTE WRITES A NOTE,
n.any foreign nations against Ameri- band articles to Russian waters.
nedoight, after only a few hours' illcan products, in retaliation for the
"Little
Georgia,' he
Wattece. t for Governor.
declared,
Gov. Becklham and staff and -lime
ness frolin acute pneuneboia, aggravatexclusion of their products from the "alone supplies more mont) to the Makes Complaint That Japanese Have ed
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by
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fact
that
consumpt
ion
had
The Lotrie.:••: Herald comes out American market by the Dingley tar- cause than the whole of Europe outNo Full Official Letters..
prevailed with heat, fere a year or those in the tented city at Camp YeiI. ith a pipe dream story of Col. Henry iffs Though starred by the cattle men side of Russia. The fact that Reisnit ee. Mr. Erma:At ,Neion passed aer. The governor, accompanied by
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. to.—finme
Wattehon being a probable candidate and the farmers of the Northwest it s#an subjects are financing the tevolufrom life. He died at the family resi- Col. T. E. Lillarcl, of Frankfort; Col.
bas enlisted the co-operation of farm- (on is the best proof of the eiils of diatiney after the plenipotentiaries and
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dence, eta Broadway, from whepre, S. L. VatiMeter, of Lexingtons
if
Now
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ers and manufacturers in all parts of the autocracy and the determination their secretaries gathered in the conafter
services conducted last evening Fred Levy, of Louisvile;
A.
Grand Pa will make the race there the country, as well as of importers of its victims to pull it doon."
ference room and exchanged compiiat
4 o'clock, his hotly was removed Robertson, of Breckinridge county;.
mentary words, partly in Japanese,
are a lot of "shock heads" who would and exporters in the commercial cens
last night for transportation to New Col. Lacked, of Covington; T. A.
Mr. eVitte produced a dipkematic note
give the old gentleman a boost. He ter. of the East.
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Richmond, 0., for interment in the Hale of Frankfort; Hon. Eh Brown,
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Quick
The deceased was borne' Neveopre Cutchen. prison commissioner, of
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have ho doubt proven ennairtaining to arrangements with foreign nations.
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and had lived in Paducah but Frankfort; Secretary of State McWhat the contents of this note are
people who hanker after such things, The republican declaration on the
St. Petersburg,
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years, cesnirug here from Pitts- Cheoney, of Frankfort; Commissioner
o.—Gen.
the little fellows relish more his high- subject was printed in these column's Linevitch, in a telegram to the Em- cannot yet be learned, but there is a burg. Pa. His wife and child died of Agriculture Hurbert Vreeland. of
basis for the belief that Mr. Witte. in
the other clay. On the same subject
peror, dated August 8, reports that
faluting dissertation- on politics and
shortly before he left Pittetturg, and Frankfort. and Col. Rid Reed. of the
the dentocvatic national
platform the Russian forces operating to the his note, took occasion to give expres following teie
fame his faihwe in corporation department of the Secreterpecially when he treats of Ken adopted in so. Louis in
sion to the surprise which he nndoubt
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It was the understanding of the Rus
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big as a house. We do not know what asking congress to lower the Dinglee eral say's, occupied the village
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of Iru- re the
isiana,
have been hokling for about a
full powers of M. Witte. Histhe colonel's intention's are, but we do schedules on certain commodities in lengtse after a skirmish.
enunds with a salute from the camp
ti Taal precedents are quoted in the week at the college in Lone Oak. this guns.
order to induce foreign natione to low
The party went directly into
lorow that thousands of democrats in
note to show the irregularity of yes- county, has beers blessed with many
er the bars they have raised ageinest
camp and will there remain while in
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Kentucky long for the day to come A nwrican products.
terday's proceedings. The purpose of tonvereions and the awalcereing of the
city. Last evening there were
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iententiaees from the beginning of end last night seventeen of this octaliatory acts will putt us at further
•
gelatine democratic yells of old,
The rains of yesterday sonnets hat
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the conference.
disadvantage in 'the exportation of
Cleveland, Aug. lo.—The Worldnightly the balance of the week anal marred the usual pleasures of Camp
swing into line and follow the ham wheat, corn, flour, meats and
other News says.: At conferences twov takYeiter, but in spite of the fall the notperhaps longer, if the interest
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her to victory. Kentucky is a demo- commodities which America has in ing place
at Forest Hill between John BTLLION DOLLAR INDEMNITY.
al routine was observed. The mornsurplus
for shipment to Germany and D Rockefel
cratic state but thousands of demokr and President Harper,
ing guard mount occurred in the park
Liquor in Maine.
crat* refuse to indorse all thee is done nther countries.. Turn about is fair of Chicago University. plans are be- Prof. Tetasugi in Interview Drops
Os-Pr in prohibition Maine a 'state pavilion and there were but few presplay. We have no quarrel with coun- ing
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products abroad this
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It is announced that four excurritighbors, not men whose very lives the revolt which resulted in Aintsricar
Lawyers ells Lawbreaksort:
Mae Ba Reduc4
The belief ii general in Tennessee sions will come to the city today front
oand conduct inspire cos/tempt. Stich independence.
"The amount Of-the indempity array that Gov. Coe, the, present occupant
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over the I. C. easel N.. C. and St. 1 .
(leates)s City ,tar.)
men are known et the councils of the revolt
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ye no opponent roadie lit),e weather is. fair each oil
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place.
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- ,
The Sun Dial's Motto.
o accept retainer's from the organ- er embassy since the coming to Ports- tally bort by an atdomiobile in }tar- pleasant
1
ant to all that the breaking of
man like Henry Wattierson weed enized lawbreakers that is iso longer mouth. The baron conversed -freely lem.
camp will undoirbtedlo he the cause
If you would "he young when old" startling
to discovee new and striking with both gentlemen, but spoke nor'
ter the field be would find at his back
of general tegret.
adopt the sundial's motto: "1 record evidence
of this degradation of talent. word regarding his mission iii this
thotetande of the most influential men none but bolo*
The twat miners Ovoid Foos-vine,
of -sunshine." Never 'the trusts, the pokitical rings, the country.
Tenn., have
notific
In the state ready to expend both time mind the dark or shadowe
Capt. Evan P. Howell. for minty
6 hours. wealthy- offenders against law enJ deThere are to he two meetirista of tial irscreaseriTheielwage
year-4 A leading or.Pir astir man of 4tForget
the linp'eatiant. 'inform,' days. cency
and money in a campaign to redeem
habitually hoaat of haviig 24 the envoys atollortsmouth ears- yard
Isnta, djed at his
Rememhe- only the days of rich ex- their
sae in Oat city
the state and place it h a
cononnol "the best lawydtor
every day. One will be at er3o a m.,
Alexander A. Ache*, M. ". former Sunday. Iie hadi (*copied
position perientifielet
the
others
drop
many
into
obi'-here it will command the respect
and the ether at 3 p. m. The •envoy; solicitor General for Scotland, is lead
piacia of honor and was one of the
of livion.
Subscribe for the Register.
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A WOMAN'S ORDEAL

DREADS DOCTOR'S QUESTIONS
INDIANS MADE TADPOLES A
Lost Again.
Sikeston
PRESENT OF THE FINAL
, Mo., Aug. to.—Missouri Thousands Write to htraPinkham,Lynn,
apparently don't agree with the L. A. Mass., and Receive Valuable advice
GAME.
Absolutely Confidential and Free
L. boys, as two were unable to play
Fourth Straight Taken From Prince- -on account' of sickness in Tuesday's ' There can be no more
terrible ordeal
gar,.and Sikeston had no trouble in to a delicate, sensitive, refined woman
ton by Vincennes, Which Team
winning, the score, being ti .to 3. than to be obliged to answer certain
Is Tied With Paducah—
Butch, the Tr.-State leaestie, was on questions in regard to her private ills,
League Meeting..
the slab for Sikeston again today and. oven when those questions are asked
two lies was all the I-. A. L.'s could by her family physician, and many
How They Stand.
W. L. Pit. get off his delivery. Block, Douglas,
Paducah
12 14 .600 Wooldridge and Block did battery
Viecennee
12 8 .600 work for -the L. A. L.'s.
Ca iato
to to .5oo
Princeton
Baseball Notes.
6 14 .300

Obey Dropped

Bottomless

WORD CUT FROM NORTHERN HOW
TWO
LOCOMOTIVES
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
WERE LOST NEAR MID2.1.eRRIAGE SERVICE.
DLETON, N. Y.

New Liturgical Form Whigh the Con- Break in Roof
of Tunnel Endangers
gregation of This Denomination
Many Lives—Several Other InSoon Takes Up.
cidents Not Usual.
--(Chicago Special.)
7si;delleton, N. Y., Aug. roe-Efforts
Pres-I ytenians
in
Chicoo
, moue two locomotives which sank
throughout ,the United . StaIr
0 n e eine. is knowit as the "bottornlese
will be we:oh:pine largely urses: litell." en the Pine Brush branch of the
urgicel forms as rise result of the is- Erie railnerads
have thus far failed.
We carry an extensiee as ortseanee of a prayer book—the first in The branch
line is temporarily out of
ment
•
of most fragrant perfumes
the thatch's hiseory in the United business, and
a *track is being con—both American and foreign— 3•,.
States—w
Cairo
hich
has juet been primed. structed around the morass.
got one out of four.,
Yesterday's Results.
assortments which include the +
It is "The Book of Common Wor"Cairo 9, Pachicah o. (Forfeited-)
The sinking of the roadbed at this
newest and daintiest
rfumes
Vincenne
s and Paducah are tied for
ship,"- prepared by a committee of 'time, ahoy there has been practically
iVincennes 3, Princeton r.
\
as well as all the old favorite is
firs' t place.
ministers and elders,of the Presbyter- no rain for six monithio accentuats
odors. Prices always reason- +
ian church, who have tom working the mystery of the epoo, which has
Today's Schedule.
able,
never excessive.
The Indians and Tadpoles comco the volume for 'three years.' The been the talk of railroad men for
'..Paducah at Cairo.
mence
a series of four games at Cairo
hook is issued for use by euch con- years.
rP inceten at Vincennes.
ate
today.
gregation's as may elect so hold servWhen the road was built thousands
ices according to the forms set out in cf carloads of trees, rocks and dirt x
A Ferce Comedy.
President Charles Brown has called
it, but use of the book, ets prayers or were dumped in to make a roadbed,
1:After playing time tunings of nip
gnd tuck hasebaS Paduaa.h omeletd up a league meeting for next Sunday at eontinne to stiffer rather than submit ervices, in in no way obligatory upon but in a few months tracks and all
Di- Quist
the fourth game of the series with Cairo. The future of the league will to examinations which so many physi- ir.dividual
congregations. . Every disappeared and rebuilding was necesthen
be
settled The outlook is blue. cians propose in order to intelligently church may decide for itself whether sary. It is said 'the bones of a ma
Cairo at League Park yesterday aftSixth and Broadway
-treat the disease; and this is the rea- it will use Ile new book as a whole todon were dug up
ernoon in a farce comedy in the tenth
during
the
early
.Manager Kelley, of the St. Paul son why so many physicians fall to whether it will select porticos of the operatione there. Summer
TELEPHONE 63
round. Umpire Kubitz finally grew
visitors
enre female disease.
wearisome and made Cairo a present American Association teams has writThis is also the reason why thousands book to follow, or whether it will ig- from New York, Many of whom are
•
of the game,,diecOring it forfeiteu, e ten Manager Lloyd ior an infielder. upon thousands of women are corre. core the hook completely and con- scattered along the branch line, are
Nashville and Memphis are also after sponding with Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn. tinue to hold the old-fashioned serv- unable to leave except
to o.
by driving seerAIM* geoat excitement and ma- Paducah players. They will' be sold Mass. To her they can confide every ices coeducted according to the will of eial miles around the pit.
detail
of
their Maims, and from minister and people.
ing thiewOuld make a. thunderstorm if Manager Lloyd can get his price.
her great knowled
obtained from
sounriliker ihe di-charge of a toy cap as the league is almost certain tb years of experiencege,
The last general assembly, which
in treating female
Tourist's Tragic Death.
pistol the Indians tied the &edit in "bust" alter the next series.
Ills, Mrs. Pinkham can advise women met in May, voted, by a large majoriParis,
Aug. to.--Alan Wheie, an
the ninth inning. The scoee itooe
more wisely than the local physician. ty, for the issuance of the book, and
American, eighteen years old, was kill
Bead how Mrs. Pinkham helped Mrs. it is expected that
Farrell has
to i when Cairo came to bat' in the 'National Secretary
most of the country ed today at
Palus, in the department
tenth. After. a run was gotten across written Acting Secretary Farnbaker T. C. Willadaen, of Manning, Is. she will adopt' the book or portions of it.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
writes:
of Coles du Nord. Heowa.--- caught in
the plate and the bases were full Um- that the players can be retained if Dear Mrs. Pinkhamr-There has been some criticism by a the
tide
white
Can be appreciated more than
walking
61171
the
league
the
disbands
beach
provided
,
the "I can truly say that you have saved nay majority of church members of the
pire Kubitz had to call the game on
and attempted to climb the cliffs. He
players are paid their salaries the re- life, and I
=pram my gratitude in idea of using forms
those
made elsewhere
account of rain. The Second K
we
and printed pray- ecacteed the summit
words. Before wrote to you telling you
of the cliffs but
are prepared to furnish all
tucky regiment band entertained the Minder of the Season. In case the how I felt, I had Idoctored
ers
at
all,
but
the
book
issued
is
in host Ibis hold and fell
for over two years
a leindred feet.
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
crowd in the grand, stand until the league (Aston& Paducah will have steady, and spent loos of money in meiitim accordance with a demand which has
Death was instantaneous.
short notice.
clouds broke .and tam n ceased. P'ay independent ball if the fans will sup- besides, bat it all failed ludo me any good. I been gathering headway in the United
badfemale troubie and would daily have Wish
teas resumed. The first thing Frakes port it.
bag spdla backache, bearing-down pains,and States for fifty years—the demand for
RUBBER STAMPS,
my monthly periods were very irregular and set reforms.
did was to walk a man, forcing in o
Many Were Imperiled.
PAID STAMPS,
finally
oessedL
wrote
I
to you f;r
3,
New York, Aug. to.—Under presa run. Then the whole Paducah team
Among the prayers which are convice and received a letter full of
LINEN MARKERS,
quit ball elaying and put on a farce
what to do, and also commenced to take tained in the new volume are prayers sure of the weight of the North river,
Lydia R. Pinkham's Vegetable
the
BRASS STENCILS,
roof
comedy. Auffing the ball at evety
oi
the
northerly
tube of the
and I have been restored to perfect
e health. for Adroit, Christmas day, Good Fri- twin tunnels being
'opportunity. Land was chief comeDATER,
bored
from
F
ifit not been for you I would have betake coy and Easter. There is a complete
dian. He tried to see how far he BETWEEN
MEAT
BRITAIN, my vitro to-day."
service for the burial of the dead and teenth street, Jersey City, to Morton
INK PADS.
Mountains of proof establish the fact
street, Manhattan, partly gave 'way
cou'd throw the ball with Gerard on
FRANCE AND RUSSIA PREcomplete
forms
for
celefirati
the
on
of
lc_
fact.
that no meoicuie in the world equala
anything in Rubber Stomp
yesterday and twenty-two men at
second and the runner went home,
DICTED IN BULGARIA.
Lydia E. Pinicham's Vegetable Com. the holy communion, for the admin.- work
accessories delivered in an hour's
behinf
but was declared out for not too:bthe
boring
shield
narrowpound for restoring wossen's health. istradon of baptism and for the-"solins third. When Paducah got to bat Prince Ferdinand Wants English
ly e-eneed dor•wning. One man lost
notice.
emnization of marriage.
his life, having been crushed by the
the Indians started a wrangle with
Capitalists to Assume Debt of
Itels
to
be
noticed
that the word shield, stunned and drowned.
the umpire. pretending to be mad.
His Country.
PADUCAH STAMP
"obey" has been left out of the mar*and strolled inside the diameter1 and
Nineteen of she workmen e. ok
riage
_service
form
and the bride fright when the water
Collins was made to pull off his coat
Sobs, Aug. to.—Prince Ferdinand
began to trickle 81, STENCIL COMPANY
merely hste to promise the following: down upon
left field and take it out of the foul
them and fled toward the
negotiating with English capitalists
4034 BROADWAY.
"I. N, take thee, M., to, be my gate of the air
line. Umpire Kubitz finally beearac to gee them to aysume the coosolidaelock. Three. retained
REPORTED MR. ROOSEVELT wedded husband and I do pronitee and
i
Old Phone 36.
their presence of mind and pltigged
tired of the Indians and announced ee debt of Bulgaria, sweating to
DESIRES TO TAKE A SUBcovenant, before God and these wit- ur the break
that the game was forfeited to Cairo etoo,000noo. The debt is now held
in the roof. When they
MARINE TRIP.
resets,. to be thy loving and faithful fisisheet
This ['leaved the Indians.
their work they were hip deep
by various persons, and all the traipse
wife, in plenty and in want, in joy and in the water.
The official summary for nine in- tee-tinny connected with it take place Was
in Wilkesbarre Yesterday and in sorrow, in sickness and in health,
nings follow:
The three men vrho remained plugthrough French and German bank, in
Will be in Chautauqua Today
as long as we both shall live."
The recollection of the quality of
Cairo.
ged the hole With hags full of saw
ab r bh po a e
The interne amoutre to tacMaking Addresses.
Dr:
Johnson,
asked
when
about
the
our
prescriptions remains long after
dust,.which are always kept near the
a Fleming. c. I.
1 0 0 t 5 o tween 5 and 6 per cent. Ferdinand
a*Seftee'of the word "'they." declared
Blackburn, c.
a0000 o hopes to get it reduced to 4 per sane
Washington, Aug. to.--The subma- that no significance was to be attach-, shield for that purpose. The- pressure the price is forgotten.
o: compressed air was incre-a ed, and
Matte, ab.
4 "0 0 0 4 5 thus saving the oountry an astrual rine boat Plunger has been
ordered ed to the matter.
it held the bags of saw duet against
Collins. 1. f.. ....
oo oo o clerge of Soso:sow. The prince also by the Secretary
of the Navy to pro"This form is wholly .sptinnal with the opening until
Roland. vs.
the planks and tim4 I 2 I 3 o has a political object in view, as he ceed to Oyster Bay and
report to the she individual minieter," he said, "and bers
Lemon, c.
could he placed in position.
o thinks that with etoo.000,000 English President. The
4 0 0 4
President ha,, long
have no doubt many ministers will
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
Hughes. tb.
4
o 7 o o money tied up in Bulgaria big diplo- had a desire to
1
take a trip in a sub continue putting in the word 'obey.'
Gaston, r. f
400
7th
and Broadway.
0 4 o erotic agent in London would here a marine. Three years
3 01 00
Tel. 756.
Shot Dead by His Wife.
ago he went Some of the ministers of the PresbyGerard. 3b
o al-ratty itrfliverice with the British for- to Annapolis fully
Prescript
ions called for and delivRoyston. Ga., Aug. Ia.—State Senexpecting to go terian church have not used the word
Lane. p.
4 0 2 0 3 O eign office than he hese at present, and down in the Holland, but was per- in the past,
while others have done ator W. P. Cobb was shot and killed ered free of charge anywhere in the
— hence Ferdinand would have a much oxided by certain
—
cabinet members so. They will corrinue to follow their by his wife. Senatoi- Cobb was walk- city.
Total,
33 1 5 37 17 O stronger positios itt Europe.
ing is his deep at the time, and Mrs.
not to do so. Navy circles are agog own judgment."
Cobb thought her husband was a
over the prospect that he now intends
regard
In
the
form
to
of
the
marIllelnelM1111111111112=111111M11111MMIMMIIIIM111111
Paducah.
ab r bh po a e
An Understanding.
to gratify trie dettirs to travel under riage ceremony givere the committee bungler.
Keltigan, ib. • • • • • 4 o o I 2 t
Bulgarian pithlic men believe that water. Secretary tronapart
Senator Cobb had been a somnambe's order which prepared the book said:
Mk-Clain, 1. f.
4 o i 2 0 i when Russia is reintscialled by the gov to the Plunger follows:
ulist for years. Mrs. Cobb was aroused
"The
Westmin
iner
directory
and
New Way of Making a Living.
Bohanon, 3b.
4 -co o t 2 I el-timer*: at St. Petersburg, Paris and
"You are to proceed 25 V1•111 as pos- Our own directory of worship, com- by a noise at her window, which was
Taylor, c. I
1
London
o
will
1
(Pittsteog I)ispatch
0
form
1
an underetanding sible to Oyster Bay and report to the bined
4.
.4
and arranged,' offer full mater- opcm Looking out she saw a man
Perry, s.s.
a
t 3 4i having all the force of an alliance, President."
A
moving
writer
in one of the current mag
about on the veranda.
As
ial for a simple, dignified, beautiful
Potts, 2b.
4 • 2 t 0 o and that whatever states stand well
hes-Friaries have been .fregnenti recent- azines directs attention to a new proand
oar/bile
marriage
service.
It
-tern
4 Lloyd, r. f.
3 o o 2 0 0 with this combination will have little
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. to.—.Pres- ed to the committee, after long study ly Mos. Cobb ears she thought he fession that has arisen in this couritto
Frakea, p.
3 o o 0 4 / to fear from any quarter. Seevia ii ident Roosevelt left here this fore- and careful labor,
far better to use was a burglar. and, seizing a pistol —the profession of getting hurt, by
actuated by a similar feeling in seek- noon for Wilkeebarre.
Pa., where he this material than to ateempt an alter- in tin under her pillow, she fired twice. wihich money is extseted from railing to enlist F-nolislr capital in build - this afternoon is down
Totals
31 1 5 27 tt
Ac Senator Cobb fell he called his roads and caber corporations
to address the ation of the marriage service in the
If the
- Innings.
R. H. E. ino up and arming King Peter's army. anthracite coal miners and the Cathie
wife's tome, and Mrs. Cobh realized corporations would show more eagerProtestan
t
Episcopa
Book
l
Comof
(rano ...00 010ot:too—I 5 o J as significent that twine of the BalSic Tote. Abstinence union. Tomor- mon Prayer. That service, familiar that she had shot her husband. Both ness to settle bane fide claims and a
Pechteah 00000000l—I 5 5 kan states evinces any incfinatOmn to row he goes to Chautauq
ua. N. Y.. sod in many respects admirable, still shots took effect, one in the head and disposition to pursue to the end the
'Earned Rune—Padoreth i. Two- cvkivate closer relation!, with Ger- to deliver an addvess before
prosecuton of bogus ones public symthe Clhate- remain' open for use by all who desire one in the abdomen.
base Hit—Lane. Stolen Base'—Per- many. Under present condition,, over tauqua assembly. The president is
pathy would aid them powerfully in
it.
Btee
for
our
own
book,
it
beet
to
is
•
-re 2. Sacrifice Hits—Mlrrre, Gerard. turee from the kaieer. however inno- accompanied on hie trip by his son,
petting
an end to tato new pmfeesion
have a service drawn, directly from
Dreamed House Was Afire.
Lloyd. Left on Bases—Cairo 7, Pa- cent or even philanthropic, would Kermit, and his nephew, Half RooeeThe policy very often followed of
nor
hi-tone
standard
s
and
closely
Springfie
con
ld, 0., Aug. too-Dreaming
ettnati 7. Struck Oen —Lane 3. Frakke cause these Banton people to take vele, and his cousin, Philip Rooses
(Armed to the teaching of scripture in, theft the houae was on fire, Clyde treating all claims alike and stealing
S. Bases on Balks—Lane 3. Time of alarm.
eech down to the lowest cent after
several
officiate. His de- regard to the sacred relation of mnr- Cochran. \fifteen'
velt, and
years old, liviog at
Geese —t :35. Umpire—Ks/betz. Scotparture from the Bay was witnessed riage."
rj west Columbia street, grabbed his the longest potteible delay is responsitee-Atodeston. •
Jerome's Banner Unfurled,
by many renetenta.
The prayer break is likely to be put ciothes and jumped from a second- ble not telly for the growth of the getNew York. Aix. cs,—The first politinto use at once by ante churches story window at an early hour yester- hurt-quick people, but for the comical banners to be displayed in the inWon All Fosr.
CRUSHED TO DEATH.
which intend to use it or parte of it. day morning. He alighted on his parative lack o fpubhc indignation at
Prineeston, Ind., Aug. to,---The vi'- terest of William Travers Jerome as
It Is considered probable that almost feet, but pitched forward and broke the new species of fraud.
aorta *rein nefeated the locals today an independent candidate for re-elecCharleston, W. Va., Aug. to.—Paul all Presbyterian churches will at his wrist.
1 nr hette r stick work. Perdue had tion as District Attorney were sus- et Tateruky, a Pole, who served in the lease make toe of
portion's- of the
His fall did ore mouse- mm. and he
Saw the Opening.
.lorincetors at leo merry all the time. pended yesterday at Forseah and Russian army at Port Arthur, and de- i
book, if they do not completely follow was still asleep when his brother car(New York Sun.)
ar i wield have bad a shntont but for Grand streets by a recently-formed screed, was mashed to death in ma- the services set
forth.
ried him into the hott v. He awakened
Cholly—Yaae, I was only looking
organization. whose members- are chinery at the Kelley ax plant yesterg ern ics.TIJit 'summary:
shortly afterward and laughed at his fot„an opening to propose.
R. It E. pledged to support Mr. Jerome at the day while shifting a belt. He had
Mr. Wallace Cash is visiting in hop. He has been subject to sleepAlgy—Well?
3 7 3
Vinconne5
been at work only five days.
Princeton, Ky.
walking for years.
Chollo—She yawned.
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PUKE COAL

Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no clihkers

'Family Lump,well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut _
10c bu

Large Egg 11c 'bu.
Nut
10c bu.

Place your order for coal with us;

rty

West Kentucky Coal Company,

ty
fly
he

0

'Both phones 254:-

.
4
.4

Successors To U. S.
Gas, Coal als Coke Co

Incorporated.

Office Foot of Ohio Street

s
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SWITCH GIRLS TH
—ET LOYD.

Millie ea I.formatios Pentallatna en

TSB RIVING' OS ANIMAL&
—
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• Illagalos Treatises That Is Indulged
ebb Unpleasant leratiaa•at Neese MI
IM A COUNTY la southern bonois and
In by Beano Young People la
as Well Dovobogod Is SOINIO
011011t101111 Suggested b7 the Pecs
I
less
then
a
Iticelleist
decade
LL
Makes.
ago there still re.
Old la
toisittne,
l
Pemaisgivanta.
of nom.
mained • rural section which the people is
liar Habits of
Ihumiaum is now being used ene the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
What seemed to be fragments of a
At Shamokin. Pa.., some queer IMMIP
• number of authentic aneodotea
contumely headed down from a period
lasignetie brow meteor, whisk may have nasively as a meter a& for toilet arti- of
louts have eurvived the march of prom have been collected by Le Tour du
portion
when
this
of
the
county
was
isolated
aalatiaaa of a Southerime0b•.
liessencled to. tit. earth cieaturiee ago, cles. It ham advantages over alive, by iinpaseable raids and
rests among the Police and Russian& Monde to illustrate the fact that the
covered with dense
eras discovered the •ther day by sense .a being light in weight and neve) timbers. The "'angle" fell behind
Ike Way
of the beenalosl,
him of these observances Is "switch- seutiment of revenge is very well dein the
b.borers who are excavating a voiles tarnishing, while it costs lese and cas mar& of progress. The farm wagon contellltrent 1.1551. Ilenlara•
ing day." It is a favorite day far veloped in some animals. Everybody
in Knickerboaker avenue. at Cornelia be treated in an equally artistic man
voyed the homily to church on Builds."' when
of th• Woods,
bashful lovers, for invittnems of limb, knows that elephants, for example
the people on the prairie rode In 'swine
'Street, Williamsburg. N. Y. 'the dia. sea', says Boston Budget.
rather than eloquence of tongue, oap- have long meniorie:. -1n they are
With a can of deviled ham one cao wagons' or owned buggies. There was one
govery was made at a depth of 40 feet.
osesimal psychology is to be studied. tures the belles of the sononunity, et.bjeetod to treatmeth that Kurt*
It being necessary to remove a hill AS work wonders sometimes if one has prevailing style of architecture, which is still I see, in Paris," said an observant says an easteru exchange.
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Personal Mention. T eves About

River Ripplings.

After The Ball Game

Mr. Geo. W.'Beak, of Rose Clair, TWO SMALL ROBBERIES REStages Yesterday.
Ills is in the 'city.
PORTED YESTERDAY TO
Calf°, 'kiss; falisis.
Mr. Peter Burnett, of- Louisville,
THE POLICE.
Chattanooga, 3:5; falling.
is in the city.
WHEN YOUR THROAT.IS. DUSTY AND PARCHED.,
Cineinnafti, 10.3; falling.
Mr. W. G. Duncan, of Greenville, The Cases Which Were Before the
Evansville, 8.4; rising.
"WET YOUR WHISTLE" WITH A LONG, C ialL
Ky., is visiting inthe city.
City Court During the Morning
Florence, 1.4; falling.
DRINK OF
Mir. T. H. Morrow, of Clatksville,
And Other Police Matters, .
jOhEr$00$4,11!e, 2.9: fst'ise.
Tenn., is in the city.
4.9; falling,
Mr. -Walter Wilkins, of Elkton, is
By the use of chloroform Mr. RichMt. Carmel, 4.1; falling.
here on a visit.
ard Sherrer was Wednesday night
Nashville, 8.1; standing.
Mk. Douglas St. Clair Ross, of relieved of $60 while he slept at the
Pittsburg, 6.1; falling.
Chicago, is the guest of „his cousin, boarding-house of Mrs. May Rehkeopf,
Doris Island Darn, 4.1; failing_
Mr. A. A. Balsley.
417 South Fourth street. He bad
St. Louis, 16.7; falling,
Miss Inez Trent has returned the money in his trouser's pocket and
Mt. Vernon, 8.3; risisg.
from attending a house party in Bran- found when he awoke yesterday
Paducah, 7.7; standing.
denburg, Ky.
morning that his money was gone,
THERE'S NO BEER LIKE IT. THAT PECULIARLY
Mr. William Kattejohn has gone but his watch and other valuables
The Columbia with a show • boat.
SATISFYING QUALITY CAN ONLY COME WHERE
to Chicago, hitilwaukee, St. Louis and were undisturbed. Mr. Sherrer says p:,ssed from lie Ohio into the Ten.
other points Weil, for several weeks. that he was one lie was chloroformed ne-see yesterday.
PURE MALT AND HOPS ARE BLENDED WITH
Rev. David C. Wright and family as he had such a curious feeling when
The • Catherine passed yesterday
BRAINS IN THE BREWING. BELVEDERE-IS
are spending the summer at the home he awoke. There is no clue as to the from the Ohio with a tow of rocks for
•
THE BEST, SAY THOSE WHO KNOW—AND YOU
Prescriptions called for and deliv- of Mir. Thomas Boswell in Arcadia. thief. Mr. Sherrer is •bookkeeper for Cairo.
Mr. L. P. Head left last evening for the Jackson Foundry and MachineThe Saltilko is due to pass today
ered to any part of the city.
WILL KNOW WREN YollaTE'Y IT.
Denver, to attend the National Ea- Company.
from St. loins to the Tennessee river.
Phones No. itto.
gles' aerie as representative from the
The
A small house on the "shanty" loKentucky arrived at 5:45 yesiter
Cor. itth aod Broadway,
local aerie.
cated at the wet end of Jackson iLy aftern:on.
The steamer Caruthereville will be
Mr. H. D. Moore went to Louis- street, near the railroad, was broken
PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY.
ville yesterday.
into early yesterday morning and four put on the docks today, and will be
Mr. W. D. Watson arrived yes- baskets of articles and two suits of cut in two and made 20 feet longer.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
The boat arrived yesterday from
terday from Fulton.
'clothes were stolen.
Cairn
Mr. Carl Puryear has returned from
The Enos Taylor will be pulled off
Dixon Springs.
Police Court Cams.
Mits L. C. Humphreys, of Paris,
The cases which were disposed of the docks in about three weeks, after
Tenn., is in the city.
in police court yesterday, Protein- having a new hull built.
Mr, G. L. Fonelree, the Cairo agent
Mr. Walter Globs, of Fulton, is the Judge Cross presid'sig, were as folof the Pittsburg coal combine's, boots.
guest of friends in the city.
lows:
Mt. Mark Worten has returned
Arthur Burks, petty larceny, under was in the city yesterday and on- being informed of the sinking of'the J.
from a businse trip to Smithland.
a $loo bond.
Mr. R. F. Tisdale, of Union City,
James Kendred, breach of- the B. Williams left immediately on the
BOARDING for ladies or gentilesteamer Royal for the scene.
peace, $5.
men at 714 Harrison street. New Tenn., is in the city.
The Ranger is at Caseyville en
MY Roy P. Gholson, of Cairo, is
Lawrence Dungery, using insulting
phone 877.
in the city.
language, continued until tomorrow. rt.(rte to the lower Mississippi river
Mrs. Cora Whitmore and children,
WAN TXD--Firsa-cla ss cook for
Lottie Jacobs, Amanda Lambert, wah a tow of rock amlltrmher
The date of the sale of the Chariess1ia'.4 fatuity. Inqiire at 408 Wash- if Mempihis, are in Paducah visiting Emma Ward, Violet Lee and Nellie
friends.
ington street.
Edward's, drunk and disorderly, $r ton will be announced in a few days
tf
by the siudge of the federal court.
Miss Jennie Belle George is home and costs cacti.
Alfred Hale, breach of the peace, $5 The government has notified's!! credFOR ' RENT.---Furnished rooms from a pleasant visit to Mrs. Ed
Richard Lewis, a negro of Union itors, to have their chime filed by Sep
within three blocks of Fourth and Webb in Fulton.
Mayfield,
of
Virginia
Carney,
Misa
-Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
City, $25 and ten clays in jail for.car- tetTlbCT 4.
The carpenters and caulkers Who
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Robert Mar- rying a pistol.
quit
work several weeks ago on acWinston
.FOR RENT—Three downstairs tin, this cty.
and
Jake Henry,
Sam
count of some disagreement have
M)rs. Bente Crow, who has been gaining, $20.
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
never returned to work at the docks
and cistern water. Apply 513 North conducting a revival at Grahasnvilk,
or ways. The docks• are tieing run
for supra) weeks, was in the city
reads
Scott Overton Gave Bond.
yesterday en route to Hampton, Ky.,
Scott Overton, colored, has been by t force of carpenters from the
a series of meetings.
released from custody at Lexington, Carpenters' and Joine'r' union. There
WANTED—A girl to do general
tewart, wife and two Chil- Tenn., and hag returned home. He are now toa union men at work on
housework: two in family. Apply at
ropolis, were at the Rich- was arrested for selling "cream ale" the docks, and Superintendent- Young
Flat No. 3, No. 308 North Ninth
niand yesterday.
Sorest.
or 'oder other "tonic' on the train Taylbr says that he wit employ many
Judge J. T. Web' and Justice I. N. that left here on the night of August more if he can secure ehe-nt. A's a convrerc in the sity 8th. Overton says that he compro- sequence of the men securing work
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia; Hughes, of Mayfic
GEINICRAL INSURANCE Mall REA: - ESTATE AGENCY. SPECmised with an officer by giving him on the docks, there see no idle caralso full blooded Jersey cows. Apply yesterday.
penters in the city. The mail' numMr. J. B. Gi:bert, secretary of the $15,
to T. L Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M.
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS QV GUARANTY BONDS.
ber- of men heretofore employed by
Kentucky Mill and Lumber Company,
Bloomfield.
Illaki'T ASK YOUR FRIE?ilIS—Mill . FURNISH SECURITY,
Mt: Taylor were about 8i5.
Four Months in Jail.
has Bane to Chicago.
Mr.. Campbell Flournoy /eft last
FOR RENT—House at 514 Clay.
Four months in the ccsuhty jail was
OLD PHONE NO. acia.
Sewer connections and all improve- night for A.thenta, Ga., on business.
the sentence handed Arthur Bork, by
essi „
Mr. A. G. Oinsfey has gone to Ohio County Judge Lightfoot yeaterday.
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or
INDIAN
LETTS*
TO
PRINCE
BA
CORRECTED
D WORK TO'BE
to visit eth old home.
phone 1418, old phone.
The charge was for stealing a pistol
(Continued from First Page.)
John areckenridge, who has been from Scott Overtime. He was 'held
Brood* Illirthday Pigment of jr•Mill. La w Place in Second Street at Market
LOST—Lady's gold watch; name ill at blaylield for several weeks, has over from police court yesterday hail, was concurred in.
to a St. Louis Girl.
Alley Will Be Removed.
Alice F. Leeder engraved on back. returnese so Paducah.
morning.
The ferry franchise will expire SepMr. !algae Boolware returned last
Finder returning watch to Utterback's
tember 4 and the city solicitor was
SA Louis, Mu., Ante. to.—Mee. Air-Today a it 4Tt of street workmen
nigtit from Chicago, where he atgrocery will be liberally rewarded.
Held to Answer as Charged.
ordered to draw an ordinance for the hey Wellateman is tbe recipient of a.
Se' al begin to raise the new brick
tkrided the national convention of • The examining trial of Will Fox. sale of the franchise.
superb In villiere ofijewels as Isirehdarea
reel on Second street in front of the
LOST—One water spaniel dog, wi netts s. dresser,.
colored, chaeged with shooting and ing an East Tennersee phone placed
lien Marshall, circuit court wounding John Cobbs at Maxon's %sense at Thirteenth and Clad street. gift'from his hi homes the Maharaja& 'C ;eorge H. Goodman company. On
Mr
eleven months old; comes 'to call of
of Went Behar, Tndia. The la•vailierve a ccount of the street being lower at
"Buck;" black in color. Return to clerk i• Frankfort, is attending the Mill was, tried before Justice Young
George Wloiff petitioned for a li- contains. three large aperedsmes, the .his point,
after a heavy rain, a large
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth encamo :rent.
yesterday. Fox was held to the cir- cense to conduct a saloon at Fifth
royal "tout of I Lathe, with • hvetralty
pool
of
water
forms and makes a very
Mts. Noun Hoertz and Mist John cuit court and in default of $soo bond' :ad Finley street. A petition with ae
street, for reward.
three elkamonds ort Platinum /teatime: unpleasant sight beside- it is eery inSmith,
Louisville, are thc guests of he was sent to jail
names in favor of the license, and one Ire addon to be
a rare end-test* convenient for Mr. Goodman as well
FOR SALE—A two-story frame Mrs. Jo i • TheohoM.
with 24 names against it were pre- gift ie breathes the mystery of the as other
Mis-s J, wie Bell is vie.:ins in Hari
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recepSuits Filed.
sented. The license was granted.
foreoff Orient, and has tiler added
The repairs have been needed for
tion hall, hot and cold water, good Money. Ky.
The Paducah Saddlery Company
The matter to condemn enough crearnv of coming from a reasatay some time
and Mr. Goodman has filed
Mr. J. !P. Davis, president of the has flied a suit for $75 against. the property belonging to Mo. Herzog in
out buildings, nice yard with shade
prince, who roam over more.than 'anumperesto
complaints
regarding it. It
Transpor*sees. Wil sell on terms to suit pm- Birdsulle hank, was here yeeterday on Ohio and Tenne9See River
allechanicsaarg to open up; a street, eon:coo subjects
was amusing yesterday to hear Mr.
'chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at business.
tation Company_ The plaintiff's allege was concurred in.
Mira Schatzmen has mesa. men air e Sam Goodman informing all pedesMr. WI. H. flokomb is in Nash- that a quantity of goods were Allayed
924 North Seventh street. New
personssr. When she wee
boner
a tnans that it was the lad day for
ville on business.
phone No. fir.
away and lost.
WED UNDER DIFFICULTIES
mere
Miss
child,
Viva
talon
n,
swimming there.
filed
returned
yesJudge D. L. Saunders
The following suits were also
elte saw a pi, tare of Ow mated* ah
Co.
Harris
terday
Goodwin
from
Smithland.
The
kesterday:
Hunt
Experience
in
Friday Morning, Aug. ix, tepee.
A Young Couple's
had in court ceetuirse and wean ng
Electric Light Notice.
Miss Hattie liallsley has returned
.Englert and tBryant, on ooatract
1111.11•••=•••
_.&•111•1=111=0,
irig; Bliss at 11111terespolia.
wortii, ate,sooaneto A vet am
All
bills
are due and payable at the
to her honk in Huntsville, Ala., after and- bill, $111.68 and costs,
NoraMixMr. J L. Jones• and
her to write to the-painewell out office of the company, tate
a visit to Mrs. J. W. Tayior, or.
South
A. Keifer Drug Co. vs. -Grimace & Roden went to Metropolis yesterday. ;his family jewel' It was
a pi; ii.gh Fourth street. Current will be disMadison street.
Fisher, on account $‘27.e2o with in- morning an the IVA Fowler antlf 'fancy, and
present
talk
van
,a
lbal
continued if billa are not paid on or
Mr. H. L. Helves, and Mr. Race terest and cost..
were marrie-cl. They were accompanied' Depik.
before August to.
Dippae left yesterday for Dawson
Fa G. fludeaph. guardian. of Albert by Mr. Tyler White and Miss Gertie
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
Springs.
Columbus Manu- Thomas. The panty returned on ttre
and
minor,
Rogers,
—Rev. Lloyd Wilson, formerly of
A ilINSENG !CARES
Miss .Dorothy Reed is visiting in facturing Co., $2,000 and cedes for Cowling yesterday afternoon.
Paducah, but now of Louisville, will
Eddyvilk.
A Submarine Elevator
damages saistained by Wig's,* eArile
Mr. and Mrs. Jones will amide at Mt samuea Plumb
preach Sunday night at the First BapIs litaissitat a Crop
Miss Ara Wilson, of Poplar Bluff, employed by said company.
where
street
a,
Burnett
Veveath and
tist church.
of the Phut.
Mn ii the guest of friends in the
(Kansas City Journal.)
MT. Jots-, has just completed and Earn
t—The two negro boys,, Grandison
An Italian earineer, Signor Jelpo,
city.
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beautiful
basalt.
bed a
Taylor and Sam Gay, who stole toAt hio, ha'sure homes &mei rig the has invented a submarine
Mr. J. T. Meyers, foreman at the
-Chief Collins is in receipt of a tele- wbmi••most elliesits young vicy
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month Nth Samuel MO*. Nei ikkeeper railing wrecked vessel..
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a practical
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Coal company, is winkle* or his gin- test, with complete success, in
lips, if Murray, are in the city.
named J. H. Wielorrieti bad been
the bay
Tale couple after arriving in atekrop seng form in the
—The lumber dealers say the stagMituellad dition. He of Naples, where a stone
be pres- killed here in the past- few days. No ()lie had a very unpleasant expeeitenet.
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Bass illes•
This excessively hot weather saps
strength and vitality. You feel tired
and worn out all the time; your energy is gone; every organ in the body
needs toning up; you become bilious
and feverish. Take a Bile Capsule
tonight at bedtime. It will dispel all
bile and impurities from the system,
and tone up the liver.
Tomorrow
continue taking VINOL, the Reconstructive Tonic. It is GUARANTEED 'to make you feel better.
The Bile Capsule costs you nothing.
The VINOL is $1.00 per bottle. Both
are guaranteed and sold only at
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